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Abstract

The paper addresses major difficulties in current EIA by pointing out the poten-
tial of adaptive management. Several researchers have already suggested this ap-
proach, and they stress limitations in our abilities to predict and develop mitigative
strategies for complex, dynamic environmental systems. Adaptive EIA adjusts for
the unexpected impacts of human activities on the environment. The adaptive
approach reflects a conclusion that EIA strategies should be facilitated through an
approach that allows adjustments to changing events, decisions, and circumstances
and that can modify implementation and mitigative strategies as new knowledge
is gained.  2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The need for adaptive approaches to environmental impact assessment
(EIA) has been well argued in recent years (e.g., [1–4]). In 1978, C. S.
Holling advocated environmental assessment systems that are designed and
implemented so that they can adapt to continual uncertainty and take
advantage of surprise, thus converting problems into opportunities. How-
ever, the basic environmental assessment approach does not seek to under-
stand the complexity of the environmental system that is affected by devel-
opment; it simply allows the impacts to be assessed in a structured or
blueprint approach. Thus, a common feature of all environmental assess-
ments is that they are prone to lesser successes, in the sense that our hopes
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of accurately predicting all the impacts associated with a development
action are virtually nil [5]. The more we learn about complex and dynamic
systems such as societies, economies, or ecosystems, the more we realize
the degrees of complexity and uncertainty that are involved.

Attempts to evaluate the environmental consequences of human activi-
ties before such activities take place is an essential part of environmental
planning and management. However, it is important to be realistic about
the limitations involved in making predictions and developing blueprint
management and mitigative strategies for complex and dynamic environ-
mental systems. An environmental assessment process that is adaptive and
adjusts for system changes, bifurcation, and the unexpected is better situated
for predicting and managing the potential impacts of human activity on
environmental systems than is the traditional reactive blueprint approach.
At the core of the adaptive approach to EIA is a simple, but heretical,
recognition that planning and management cannot control complex and
dynamic systems. Thus, conceptualizing interventions such as design, or
experiment, and expecting to modify them based on knowledge gained and
changing events is central [6].

It is argued here, as previously argued by the Canadian Environmental
Assessment and Review Council [7], that three concerns remain central in
enhancing the environmental assessment process. First, the accuracy of
predicting; second, the degree to which mitigatory and compensatory mea-
sures actually reduce impacts; and third, the efficiency and fairness with
which the assessment process itself accommodates the needs, concerns, and
values of interested parties. The purpose of this paper is to address these
three major difficulties of EIA and identify the potential contributions of
adaptive management principles towards improving the prediction, mitiga-
tion, efficiency, and fairness of EIA practice. Particular attention will be
given to issues of complex and dynamic systems in environmental assess-
ment. First, a review of the definitions and concepts of adaptive manage-
ment and adaptive environmental assessment and management (AEAM)
is presented. Second, three major difficulties that face the EIA process
are addressed and opportunities for adaptive management are presented.
Finally, some general comments regarding the use of adaptive management
in EIA and the implications for implementation are discussed.

2. AEAM and adaptive management

Adaptive environmental assessment and management (AEAM) can be
defined as a collection of concepts, techniques, and procedures intended
for the design of creative resource management and policy alternatives [1].
AEAM provides a forum within which people with different roles and
perspectives can interact and share ideas or develop alternative ones. It
provides an unfamiliar mix of interests, bringing together different ap-
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proaches and views, and it draws from experiences in other areas and issues
that relate to the particular scenario at hand [8].

Adaptive Environmental Assessment and Management was pioneered
in the early 1970s by C. S. Holling, C. J. Walters, and associates. It was a
response to Environment Canada’s initiatives to examine the potential
utility of modeling and systems analysis as a tool for environmental manage-
ment. However, while simulation modeling may have been the principal
focus of this investigation, the scope quickly became much broader [5].
Researchers began to notice several common features of most environmen-
tal analyses, which posed the primary barriers to effective assessment and
management.The focus of AEAM thus became finding ways to make better
environmental decisions and working out how systems analytical ideas and
methods could be used to overcome these barriers. AEAM is perhaps one
of the earlier forms of what is now simply known as adaptive management.

Adaptive management reflects a conclusion that management strategies
will be facilitated through an approach that allows adjustments to changing
events, decisions, and circumstances [9]. Conceptualizing interventions as
design, or experiment, and expecting to modify them based on knowledge
gained and changing events is central. Resource and environmental systems
contain surprises, and often the most carefully crafted plans and policies are
inappropriate. Adaptive management encourages planners and managers to
approach their work and make decisions with the expectation that they
may be incorrect, but that the experience and lessons gained from lesser
successes can allow them to benefit and improve existing and future policies
and practices [9].

3. Challenge no. 1: accuracy of prediction—elements of uncertainty

Lang and Armour [10] define impact assessment as being “no more than
a process by which common-sense concerns about community futures are
incorporated into decisions that will affect the future”. It has been described
by Beanlands and Duinker [11] as a tool for “minimum regret planning”.
Impact assessment presents decision makers with information about possi-
ble consequences of planned change and thus need consist of only two
things: the commitment to forethought and some ability to foresee. The
role that impact assessment plays in environmental decision making is,
ideally, one in which externalities are identified, evaluated, and incorpo-
rated into the management and decision-making process [12]. In recent
years, however, there has been enough experience with this approach to
identify some major difficulties in environmental assessment with regard
to the prediction of environmental impacts. The most challenging problem,
and ironically perhaps one of the primary objectives of EIA, concerns its
ability to predict impacts and to address issues of uncertainty in complex
and dynamic environmental systems. Given the characteristics, concepts,
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and applications of adaptive management and AEAM, how can these ap-
proaches contribute to improving the ability of EIA to predict potential
environmental impacts and deal with uncertainty?

The traditional way of dealing with the uncertain or the unknown has
been trial and error. Holling [1], explains that, for trial-and-error ap-
proaches to succeed, three conditions must be met: (1) the experiment
should not create irreversible changes; (2) the experiment should not de-
stroy the experimenter; and (3) the experimenter must be willing to start
over. Despite the many real difficulties in meeting these three minimum
criteria, the need for innovative solutions to problems requires certain trial-
and-error approaches. However, the principle is not to develop approaches
that try to eliminate the uncertain or the unknown, but to develop inter-
active processes that reduce uncertainty and also benefit from it. This leads
to developing more resilient assessment and management approaches in
terms of systems that are able to absorb and ideally benefit from change.

The planning process can be crudely divided into blueprint planning,
which expects little change and has inflexible implementation, and process
planning, which accepts that the plan is likely to be modified during imple-
mentation. Traditional impact assessment functions as if it were dealing
with a blueprint style of planning. The underlying goals are to eliminate
uncertainty, derive an impact prediction, and aim for a stable-state system
varying as little from baseline conditions as possible. In complex systems,
however, process or adaptive planning makes more sense where there is
uncertainty of data, management, predictions, and policy. Adaptive plan-
ning accepts that totally eliminating the uncertain is not possible and there-
fore does not aim for a fixed end point. The underlying goal of process
planning, or adaptive planning, is resilience in the face of surprise. Adaptive
planning reflects a conclusion that assessment and implementation will be
facilitated through an approach that allows adjustments to changing circum-
stances, events, and decisions [9]. Such an approach uses techniques that not
only reduce uncertainty, but also benefit from it. The central theme of
AEAM, therefore, is that EIA predictions must be designed with uncer-
tainty in mind [5]. A fundamental problem is that environmental assess-
ments are often based on comprehensive, descriptive preliminary studies.

3.1. Holistic–comprehensive

All complex and dynamic systems should be addressed by means of a
holistic approach. Environmental impact assessments, particularly those of
the late 1960s and early 1970s, are often characterized by a comprehensive
holistic approach. A comprehensive interpretation of a holistic approach
indicates that, whatever system is defined, the analyst or planner should
examine all the components and all the relationships. This often leads
to accumulation of volumes of data but with very little coordination or
understanding. The result, according to Mitchell [9], is that there is a high
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probability that the research and assessment will become a historical docu-
ment rather than a strategic plan used to predict and mitigate potential
environmental impacts.

To help improve the predictive capacity of the EIA process, the scoping
procedure was introduced to environmental assessment in the early 1970s.
The objective of scoping is to reduce the amount of data collection and
analysis by identifying the key issues and variables of the project assessment
and implementation [13]. This not only makes the assessment process more
efficient, but also more effective in terms of impact prediction. A parallel
can be drawn between the scoping procedure of EIA and the adaptive
management approach. The adaptive management approach is characteris-
tic of an integrated holistic rather than a comprehensive holistic approach.
The integrated approach is more focused and therefore more practical.
Perhaps one of the key contributions of adaptive management to the scoping
process is in the identification of key environmental indicators. It is often
impossible to obtain a comprehensive collection of baseline data, so it is
necessary to identify the system’s key or indicator variables [14]. In many
EIAs, such as the Hibernia Offshore Oil Development Project, for example,
the problem has been that too many variables are identified and only in a
general fashion. The Hibernia offshore oilfield, located approximately 315
km off the southeast coast of Newfoundland, was discovered in 1979. In
1980, Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd., announced its intention to develop the Hiber-
nia field. In 1985, an EIS was submitted that summarized the 5-year impact
assessment and outlined proposed mitigative measures [15]. It has been
suggested that only 5% of the variables identified in Mobil Oil’s comprehen-
sive EIA could be effectively used to monitor change.

A key method of identifying indicator variables is through establishing
adequate baseline data. Once baseline data are established, it can be better
predicted what would probably happen if no development took place and
what would happen if development proceeded [11]. In other words, adaptive
management is implicit in the establishment of baseline conditions, in the
sense that baseline studies acknowledge that environmental systems may
be changing in the absence of human interference. Baseline data should
give a picture of the status of the environment prior to development, which
may not be a static situation: there may be a trend of natural degeneration,
improvements, or cyclic patterns of change [13]. A key element of an
effective scoping exercise is to look at previous experiences to sharpen the
choice of processes and factors ruled into the assessment.

3.2. Descriptive studies

Environmental assessments have been criticized as being no more than
descriptive studies of the present condition of system parts. The problem
with descriptive assessments is that descriptions of baseline conditions are
integrated by systems analysis to generate an overall understanding and
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predictions of system impacts due to a project undertaking. Holling [1]
suggests that predictions from systems analysis are built from an under-
standing of causal relationships between changing variables. Descriptive
studies, such as environmental impact statements, seldom give more than
one point along each of the many curves that would normally be used to
express such critical relationships.

To understand the potential effects of a proposed undertaking it is
necessary to go beyond a general descriptive approach of baseline condi-
tions. An experimental approach that not only assesses baseline conditions
but also considers potential changes in system interactions is perhaps a
more suitable approach to EIA prediction. As interactions and impacts
occur, the environmental system will interact and/or adapt accordingly.
What a complex system is doing at a given time seldom gives any indication
of what it might do under changed environmental conditions due to human
interference. Experimentation is a critical part of impact assessment.

4. Challenge no. 2: mitigatory and compensatory
measures—monitoring procedures

The objective of any impact management system is to optimize the
project’s outcomes in terms of both positive and negative [16]. A project
impact management system designed to address key issues should be flexible
and respond to unanticipated impacts, as well as to differences between
the actual and predicted nature, level, or significance of the impacts. This
requires that any management system should include a monitoring compo-
nent to provide feedback to and about the impact management system.
Monitoring is defined as an activity designed to identify the nature and
cause of change [17]. Verification of the predictions of effects made during
the EIA is essential if the assessment process is to maintain credibility [18].

Mitchell [3] suggests that monitoring has the potential to aid EIA in at
least two ways. By monitoring actual interactions over time, this research
should improve understanding of relationships and processes in the environ-
ment. At the same time, experience and understanding acquired from ear-
lier developments should make the design and implementation of future
ones more effective. An effective monitoring and mitigatory strategy must
have certain characteristics. First, it must define the questions to be ad-
dressed in quantitative terms [19,20], which includes specifying the particu-
lar characteristics to be monitored. Second, it must support natural resource
managers and the public in refining mitigatory objectives and revising the
implementation plan. Finally, an effective monitoring strategy must support
monitoring system designers in revising the monitoring design [21]. How-
ever, several characteristics of current EIA practice often limit our ability
to implement an effective and efficient monitoring and mitigatory strategy
for impact management.
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4.1. Reactive EA

Contemporary environmental assessment practices emerged out of a
general shift in public awareness of environmental issues in industrialized
nations. The primary concern was the negative impacts associated with
large-scale industrial developments. In most instances, the goals of eco-
nomic and social advance were most prominently achieved by subduing
nature. The response of environmental assessment, therefore, is largely
protective and reactive.

The problem with a reactive or passive approach to EIA is that it fails to
accept change in a natural system as a positive phenomenon. The traditional
approach to impact assessment protects the environmental system from
human impact and then reacts to minimize the impact or restore the system
to its original state when impacts occur. What is needed in environmental
assessment is an active adaptive approach to potential environmental im-
pact and change. An active adaptive approach, in contrast to a passive
adaptive approach, uses available data at different time scales to structure
a range of alternative response models to environmental impacts, and a
policy choice is then made that reflects a balance between expected short-
term performance and long-term value of knowing which alternative is
correct. The passive approach, which is perhaps similar to present reactive
environmental assessment techniques, uses historical data to construct a
single best estimate or response model, and mitigatory decisions are based
on assuming the parameters are correct. Walters and Holling [22] argue
that the passive approach is the weaker approach to environmental assess-
ment and management, in that it is likely to confound management and
environmental effects and, furthermore, it often fails to detect opportunities
for improving monitoring performance and mitigatory measures.

4.2. Programmed procedures

The fundamental properties of any development or EIA policy are set
early in the design stage. Environmental assessment and management pro-
grams are often a fixed set of actions that will not involve extensive modifi-
cation, revision, or additional investment after development occurs. The
problem with this programmed approach is that program goals change, and
unexpected impacts can trigger corrective actions that result in progressively
greater commitments to making corrections and adjustments if the initial
ones are not successful. As stated by Holling [1], “present decisions have
future decision consequences as well as direct environmental ones, and
these subsequent induced decisions often generate greater environmental
impacts than seemed possible originally”.

Precise mitigatory goals and objectives can be difficult to state, and
problems often arise when predesigning monitoring and management ac-
tions in detail. If problems arise because the original context was too narrow,
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any fundamental redesign is extremely difficult. Applying an adaptive ap-
proach, however, allows for change in goals, policy, and direction. An
adaptive approach encourages generalizations, or even vagueness, at the
start of project development and implementation. Vagueness and ambiguity
provide scope to custom-design implementation arrangements to suit dif-
fering and dynamic conditions. It is important when setting such vague goals
and generalizations, however, that they do not lead to misunderstandings or
conflict of values, as this can leave project managers and implementers
without sufficient direction and guidance [23]. In other words, the establish-
ment of a reachable end requires the development of a flexible means.

4.3. Institutional austerity

Relatively little attention has been given to the organizational or institu-
tional characteristics of environmental impact assessment. However, several
researchers agree that the institutional structure of current EIA is too rigid
to be effective in a complex and dynamic environment (e.g., [1,4,24]. The
amount of flexibility in EIA legislation, the degree of discretion accorded
the organization, operating rules, and procedures, and internal decision–
making processes may have major repercussions for an organization op-
erating in a complex and uncertain environment.

Adaptive management principles have several applications in terms of
institutional dynamics in environmental impact assessment organizations
and processes. According to Mulvihill and Keith [4], EIA monitoring and
mitigatory processes should be able to adapt to change without the necessity
of legislative amendments or renegotiation. Second, EIA organizations
must be able to participate in complex, dynamic, and multiactor systems.
“A balance must be struck between the obvious necessity for tangible
design features and the desirability of minimum critical specification. As
organizations attempt to be proactive [as opposed to reactive] and overcome
the syndrome of purely project driven assessment and planning, they must
be mindful of the informal processes surrounding development proposals”
[4]. An adaptive approach to monitoring design can strengthen the institu-
tional ties that are essential for successful mitigative measures. According
to Ringold et al. [21], strong ties are not only important for ensuring that
long-term monitoring receives a broad level of support and the clarity of
mission that ensures long-term financial support, but also for technical
success. This degree of institutional flexibility and collaboration is essential
for the success of the monitoring plan, and for the success of adaptive
management as a whole.

4.4. Search for system stability

Just as institutions in EIA practice are often rigid and inflexible, so too
are monitoring designs and mitigatory measures. The central goal for design
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of environmental assessment and management is to produce policies and
developments that result in stable social, cultural, political, economic, and
ecological behavior [1]. The way a system responds to a planned or unex-
pected disturbance, however, depends on its stability properties. In contem-
porary environmental assessment and management practices there are two
dominant views. First is the view that there exists a global stability and
that, no matter how significant the disturbance due to human activity, the
system will recover to its original stable or baseline condition. Second is
the view that there is a high degree of instability and only with the help
of outside sources can dynamic systems avoid getting caught in a rhythm
of extinction as a result of human impacts.

Natural systems have more than one stable mode of behavior. If our
knowledge of objectives and structure is complete, then design should
minimize the chance of the unexpected [1]. Although systems research has
advanced significantly since the 1970s, what we know about real systems
behavior is much less that what we do not know. Therefore, the opportunity
to benefit from change and the unexpected should be part of EIA design.
In other words, the desired goal of mitigating project impacts to maintain
the initial stable state or baseline condition in the face of human impacts
on environmental systems is inappropriate. Complex environmental sys-
tems are dynamic, and therefore mitigatory goals and objectives should be
adaptive to changing conditions. What is considered an equilibrium system
state prior to human impact may not necessarily be the desirable system
state after the impact occurs. In other words, change is not altogether a
negative occurrence. Environmental systems do show some adaptation to
imposed developments. This natural adaptation must be considered in the
design of mitigative strategies.

4.5. Boundary issues

Defining the boundary within which to conduct an environmental impact
assessment is often a challenging task. Perhaps the area of greatest concern,
and ironically the area of least attention, is the definition of temporal
boundaries in EIA. Temporal boundaries for environmental assessments
are generally defined in accordance with the life of the project, which in
many cases is confined to the construction phase. Once an undertaking is
approved, EIA processes and monitoring procedures very often receive
little attention, particularly in terms of the post-project approval stage.

Environmental assessments have often been criticized as being simply
a tool to promote development. According to Tomlinson and Atkinson
[25], a major failing of EIA practice has been the common use of EIA
purely to achieve a development permit, rather than as a tool to achieve
sound environmental management within the project’s objectives or on a
broader regional or national basis. Little attention is being given to the
post-approval stage. There is a particular need for a monitoring feedback
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mechanism in EIA that involves the transfer of knowledge from the actual
environmental effects of a project or action, rather than simply the predicted
consequences. In other words, predictions are frequently incorrect and
expectations not fulfilled; therefore, it is necessary to base the time scale
of environmental assessments on the entire life of the project, including
the post-project approval stage. This suggests implementing the principles
of an adaptive approach to monitoring procedures. An adaptive approach
accepts that predictions are often incorrect, and therefore monitoring and
mitigation are based on an ecological, rather than a political or economic,
time scale. Environmental assessment and management procedures need
to exist beyond the life of the undertaking and should not be based on
managers’ or politicians’ terms. The time frame of change associated with
complex environmental systems is not completely governed by human di-
mensions.

5. Challenge no. 3: efficiency and fairness—accommodating interests
and stakeholders

In recent years, much attention has been given to integrating public
involvement into the EIA process, to accommodate interested parties and
to ensure efficiency and fairness in the assessment procedure (e.g.,
[9,12,13,26,27]. It is well established that public involvement is perhaps one
of the most crucial aspects of the assessment process and that, ideally, it
should be incorporated into all stages of the assessment and monitoring
processes. This does not necessarily mean communication with the public
as a whole, but communicating with various affected and representative
groups.

Although considerable attention has been given to incorporating public
involvement into EIA, much less attention has been given to the efficiency
and fairness of accommodating the interests and concerns of internal stake-
holders—those who are primarily responsible for the design and implemen-
tation of the assessment process. Environmental assessments are almost
always multidisciplinary and involve multiple levels of interest, ranging
from political decision makers to disciplinary specialists (Jones and Greig,
1985). Very often the shortcomings of impact assessments can be attributed
to a lack of communication and coordination among internal experts and
decision makers. The lack of communication and coordination is often
expressed in EIA through fragmented research and coordination among
vested interests.

5.1. Fragmented research and coordination

It is common practice in EIA that each issue is often dealt with as if it
were unique and isolated from other ecological, social, or economic vari-
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ables. Thus, environmental assessments are often criticized as being dis-
jointed and fragmented both in terms of data collection and cooperation
(e.g. [1,2,5]). Early environmental assessments, such as the Berger inquiry
of the mid 1970s, for example [28,29], which investigated the likely impacts
of hydrocarbon exploitation plans for the Mackenzie River Valley of British
Columbia, consisted of volumes of data collection on several aspects of the
social, economic, cultural, political, and biophysical environment but with
very little data integration and interpolation. Unless data are linked with
the affected environmental components and system dynamics, they have
very little value for predicting or managing project impacts. A similar
argument could be made regarding the parties involved in environmental
assessment. Too often the parties involved in data collection, decision
making, and management have limited opportunities for collaboration or
sharing of ideas and values. As Jones and Greig [5] explain, specialists are
not always sufficiently aware of the information needs of other investigators.
Similarly, the research experts are not always adequately cognizant of the
needs and objectives of managers and policy makers. The result is that
environmental assessments often either defy integration into an overall
statement of expected impacts or are irrelevant to the overall issue—or, in
some cases, both!

Incorporating adaptive management into EIA can help alleviate the
problems associated with fragmented research and coordination. Adaptive
management is based on a systems approach that infers the interconnected-
ness of the various systems (economic, social, and ecological) and their
associated components (data, variables, and indicators). An adaptive ap-
proach to environmental assessment requires the integration of data and
research. More importantly, adaptive management (and AEAM in particu-
lar) incorporates participant and stakeholder workshops into the early
stages of planning and preliminary assessment; these are used to focus on
options, identify alternatives, and integrate information [2]. To predict
the potential effects of a project it is necessary first to assemble enough
information about the project and its environmental setting to understand
the potential conflicts, issues, or opportunities. An AEAM workshop envi-
ronment enables experts in project design to interact with experts in envi-
ronmental management and thereby identify the most likely points of inter-
action between the project undertaking and the environmental system [18].
In addition, a workshop approach enhances internal communications, re-
fines key issues, distinguishes relevant from irrelevant data and information,
and establishes credible criteria for screening the options to construct a
defensible rationale for what is excluded from the analysis.

AEAM workshops involve people who have the knowledge of, and
interest in, the problem at hand. Bringing them together enables cross-
disciplinary links to be formed and focuses the group on defining achievable
management options and agreeing on important indicators of the system
[30]. The cross-disciplinary make-up of the group enables researchers to
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Table 1
Characteristics of alternative dispute resolution inherent in adaptive management processes
(adopted from Mitchell [9]

• recognize that a problem or potential problem exists
• be motivated to address or manage the problem through experimental processes
• represent all affected parties
• find consensus in the design and implementation of processes
• accept the need for challenging constructively
• scope for compromise
• focus on interests, not positions, and invent options for mutual gain

appreciate where, and in what form, their information is useful to others.
Furthermore, false expectations are avoided through open discussion of
available knowledge and data from the range of disciplines involved. A
parallel can be made between the processes that make alternative dispute
resolution work and the characteristics of adaptive management (Table 1).
In both cases, the key is to focus on interests and not positions.

6. Conclusions—implications for implementation

This paper has introduced some of the major challenges facing environ-
mental impact assessment and suggests how principles of adaptive manage-
ment can improve the assessment process when operating in complex and
dynamic environmental systems. Total success of adaptive management
principles is not, at this time, truly predictable within the EIA process.
However, adaptive management has proven successful in several resource
and environmental management strategies, including the experimental
management of an Australian multispecies fishery [31,32]. Following the
introduction of commercial trawl and trap fisheries in the 1980s, commer-
cially undesirable changes in tropical fish species on the North West Shelf
were observed. The population of commercially valuable fish for the trap
fishery was declining while other fish populations were increasing. Uncertain
about the appropriate harvest method and intensity to generate the greatest
economic return and incur the least amount of damage to tropical fish
stocks, managers implemented an experimental approach, in which some
areas were closed to trap fishing while other areas were left open. The
experimental approach allowed managers to choose, rather than simply
guess, the most appropriate management strategy. The economic return of
the management experiment was nearly two times greater than the current
return, and the experiment approach maintained a healthy population of
tropical fish species. Fishing strategies were modified and management
zones were designated based on knowledge gained from the manage-
ment experiment.

Although adaptive management has yet to be fully integrated and tested
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in the context of EIA, the indicators of a successful application of adaptive
management principles and AEAM would be (1) a more integrated analysis;
(2) clarification of the significant issues; (3) an evaluation of alternative
options; (4) a prescriptive analysis rather than a descriptive or reactive
approach; (5) a coordinated, open assessment with continuity from start to
finish; and (6) an iterative procedure demonstrating that the proponent is
open to new insights and can adapt and learn as the analysis progresses [2,
p. 66]. In the end, however, perhaps the most important measure of success
of adaptive management is whether the actual objective of the undertaking
is achieved. In other words, an integrated and coordinated assessment are
perhaps secondary benefits of a well-developed adaptive management ap-
proach.

Nothwithstanding the advantages of an adaptive approach to EIA, an
adaptive approach is not always necessarily the most desirable [33]. First,
adaptive management principles prove problematic in EIA when the under-
taking is unique and local experience and understanding are lacking. If
lessons are not transferable, an adaptive approach for impact prediction
will be less instructive. Second, in terms of mitigatory measures, it is some-
times the case that the effect of an impact is curable rather than chronic.
The need to monitor adaptively over an extended period of time makes
learning from an adaptive approach more valuable than if a one-time
remedy is feasible. However, ongoing mitigative strategies for restoring
fish and wildlife populations, for example, are different from those needed
to clean up a spill or polluted landfill, a one-time solution. Third, the
adaptive approach encourages experimentation as a means of reducing
uncertainty. In the case of large-scale undertakings where unexpected im-
pacts can produce extreme system responses, an experimental approach is
often too risky. The benefits to knowledge and understanding as a result
of experimentation may not always justify the risk to the system or the
individual. Finally, adaptive management is limited in application cases
where project failure is a reasonable basis for holding managers account-
able. The key is to recognize that failure is not always a manifestation of
lack of skill, and both success and failure can be instructive if there is a
willingness to learn from them.

In conclusion, principles and applications of adaptive management offer
many new possibilities for strengthening the environmental assessment
process. Adaptive management is recommended for use in impact assess-
ment, especially when complexity, uncertainty, and risk are associated with
management options. From the initial stages of policy planning, through
preliminary and formal assessments, to post-approval monitoring and regu-
lation, the adaptive approach provides a set of tools to facilitate problem
identification, communication, and explicit impact prediction (Jones and
Greig, 1985). However, for adaptive management to be a success in impact
assessment one obstacle remains central: The more widespread adoption
of an adaptive approach to EIA will proceed only when planners and
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managers are able to acknowledge mistakes, learn from them, and make
appropriate adjustments.
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